
All roots can occur as words alone. There are two patterns of affixation, one for

nouns, pronouns, demonstratives, quantifiers, and numerals, the other for verbs and

adjectives. A number of roots, such as #7 'add, count, read, addition', can function as

either nouns or verbs and appear with either pattern of affixation. There are

numerous compound noun stems: mil-hqp 'deer-song', hul-wak 'eye-shake' = 'loose

woman'. Noun stems may also be derived by means of a variety of nominalizing

suffixes: loh-moH 'cough-er' = 'throat', on-qm 'earth-pertaining.to ' ='earthworm'.

There are several pairs of number suffixes, one singular/plural pair for nouns for

plants and animals, another for pronouns and some nouns for persons, and a

collective that functions as the usual plural for certain persons and objects, including
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houses. The case suffixes include a patient case -a for nominals referring to animates:

musp-a 'woman'; a comitative-instrumental: mipata
'

with the hand', ?it-a_1d? ko-mek

'he came walking with me'; and various locatives: han-am 'in the house', han-op

'pjitQ the house', han-ha-net
'

underneath the house', han-ket 'against the house',

hnn-hampis
'

behind the house', han-lgl
'

toward the house'.

Kroeber counted around 75 verbal suffixes. Among these are an inchoative,

conative ('try to'), abilitative ('can'), causative, reflexive/reciprocal, inchoative or

inceptive, semelfactive, an unintentional intransitive marker (mak-ita 'awaken'), and

an inanimate involuntary action marker (gfai-m-ik 'shoes creak'). Among the

inflectional affixes are a durative, momentaneous, imperfective, perfective,

continuative-iterative, ambulative, purposive, past habitual, resultative, a progressive

of invisible progress and one of visible progress. Modal suffixes include a declarative,

interrogative, imperative, potential, and volitional, typically used for future.

Pronouns are generally independent words rather than verbal affixes. First person

singular, inclusive, exclusive, second person singular, and second person plural forms

are distinguished. For third persons, distal demonstratives are used or nothing at all.

Case marking of animates follows an agent/patient case pattern, like that of the

neighboring Pomoan languages. Agent forms refer to performers of voluntary actions,

such as running or jumping. Patient forms refer to performers of involuntary actions

such as hiccupping or vomiting, of mental activities such as thinking, knowing, liking,

fearing, hating, or rejoicing, and for those in states like being hungry, sleepy, sick,

alive, dead, good, large, or small. Transitive verbs like 'hit' appear with an agent and
a patient; those like 'know' appear with a patient and a possessor. In two instances

pronouns are cliticized. First or second person patient forms are procliticized to

kinship terms to indicate inalienable possession: 'H^laya? 'my brother-in-law'. The
last two speakers provided verbs with encliticized patient pronouns: sa-t-es-t-ek=?v_

CQld-CONTINUATIVE-UNINTENTIONAL-DECLARATIVE= 1 SG.PATIENT' = 'I'm getting COld'

(Elmendorf 1981: 4).

Clauses are combined with either subordinating verbal suffixes or a connective

particle. Subordinating suffixes include -op 'when' (equivalent in form to a nominal
locative), -kit 'while, when', -ika 'if, when', and -turn 'although, even though'.

Relativizing subordinators, which contain the demonstrative ki, include -namli-ki
'who', 'which', -namli-ki-t-a 'where', literally 'at which', and -mi-ki 'when'. One set of
connective particles, based on sg, introduces clauses with no change in subject, while
another set, based on si, introduces clauses with different subjects. Both of these
bases may be followed by suffixes that further qualify the link: -k 'and' for

contemporanous events, -kit 'and then', -m 'and finally', and -kg 'thereupon'.
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